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Ar .' . eI r 1. e . . lems of this type. These are described inlppication or the .a irornia Institute or detail in reference 4, and are only dis-
cussed briefly here with reference to their
E l F~~~~~~~~'I~~~~~u
~~application to circuit analogies. TheTechnology Electic Analog Computer basic elements now being used in this
computer are listed in Figure 1. The
to Nonlinear Mechanics and form of symbolization shown is that usedin the California Technical Analysis Lab-
ervomec anisms oratory for preparing analogous circuits.
Description of Nonlinear Functions
Devices
G. D. McCANN C. H. WILTS B. N. LOCANTHI The devices for simulating nonlinearMEMBER AIEE ASSOCIATE AIEE NONMEMBER AIEE
functions of a dependent variable are of
two general types designated here as the
Synopsis: Thispaperdescribesthenon-lin- types of se"rvomechanisms have nonline- "type I" and "type II" nonlinear func-
ear elements and circuit techniques used with arities of sufficient importance that their tions devices. The first of these is essen-
the California Institute of Technology elec-
tric analog computer. Their application to effects should be considered i analyzig tially a nonlinear resistor in that it pro-
nonlinear mechanical vibratory systems and system performance. Some of these non- duces voltages that are arbitrary functions
nonlinear servomotors is discussed in detail. linearities are in the control system itself; of currents or vice versa. The second type
These techniques have been found to be others are in the system to be controlled. produces voltages that are arbitrary func-
generally suitable for representing single In position type controllers nonlinearities tions of another voltage.
valued nonlinear functions of a dependent
variable. Nonlinear springs, spring loaded are commonly in the form of velocity or
backlash, and nonlinear damping factors position saturation effects or limits, back- TYPE I-NONLINEARFUNCTIONS DEVICE
can be readily simulated as well as satura- lash, coulomb friction, or servos of the Diodes which conduct freely in only one
tion effects and other single valued non- "on-off" type. Saturation effects such as directioncanbeusedasthebasicelements
linearities in servomotors. Methods of
analysis are illustrated for several typical occur in motors and generators of speed of a nonlinear device. In order to avoid
problems including a nonlinear rotating controllers and voltage regulators are power supply problems and to minimize
mechanical system and an autopilot em- sometimes important. The nonlinearities the "forward resistance," crystal diodes
ploying a solenoid-operated rate and position existing in the systems to be controlled have been used generally instead of vac-limited hydraulic motor. Numerous servos may be of many types. In mechanical uum diodes. The "back resistance" of the
of this type have now been studied and
correlation of computer solutions with actual systems they may be in the form of non- former elements is sufficiently high to
servo test data have shown in every case linear damping factors or spring constants, meet most of the requirements in practical
that the mathematical equations presented or they may be in the form of limits to problems. Although these diodes can behere accurately describe this type of motor. certain motions being controlled. Certain associated with general impedance ele-
thermal processes are inherently non- ments, this is usually undesirable because
linear. Some types of autopilot problems the forward and back impedances are re-
THE California Institute of Technology require consideration of the nonlinearities sistive in nature and are most readily com-
I electric analog computer has now been in the aerodynamic equations. bined with other resistances. Nonlinear
used for the solution and general analysis The California Technology electric ana- impedances can be achieved with diodes,
of a sufficient number of nonlinear servo- log computer has been described in detail however, through the use of amplifiers as
mechanisms and nonlinear mechanical in previous papers.1-4 Suitablemultipliers will be described later.
vibratory systems to warrant a general and nonlinear function devices now have The two basic elements of the diode
discussion of the electrical techniques and been developed to enable its use for the nonlinear resistance are the voltage
analogies suitable for such problems. rapid solution of a large number of prob- clipper and the current limiter shown in
This paper deals particularly with its Pae 4915 reomene byteABECmu igure 2. For the voltage limiter, bat-
application to problems involving single ing Devices Committee and the AIEE Joint Sub- teries are connected with polarity
valued nolna aaeesta r omtheeA onTehniaPrveohgarnmamComittpeep for pres- opposing the normal direction of currentfunction of one dependent variable. The entation at the AIEE Summer General Meeting, flow, so that until the voltage exceeds the
more common types of such nonlinearity script submitted November 22, 1948; made avail' battery voltage, the effective resistance of
in mechanical vibratory systems are non- able for printing May 5, 1949. the circuit is very high and is equal to one-
linear springs, backlash, and nonlinear G. D. MCCANN, C. H. WILTS, and B. N. LOcANTHI half the back resistance of one diode.* . . s , _ ~are all with the California Institute of Technology, Atrhevlaexcdshivlu,thdlamping such a coulomb frititon. Many Pasadena, Calif. tetnvoagexesthSa u,te
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R ±N:I terminal voltage rises above the lowest
-RESISTCR.ofRESISTOR branch battery voltage, the current in
~ INDUCTOR *| .± (111) ..,. that branch ceases to flow, and the effec-
N tive impedance of the device is raised. As
| TN MER M ' FNIONDPNFR TIMING OR OCNO the voltage exceeds the highest batteryINDEPENDENT %MRIA8LE swITCH
voltage, the impedance becomes equal to
Ro alone, the maximum value. The re-
0 0 +-------- - l 0 sulting current-voltage characteristic is
'ii ± G Iz±Gg_lf @0a±j 11 jil AtatAi one of constantly increasing slope, as
0 0 - I shown in curve "B". By combination of
,CURRENT NFdLIFIER D.C. VOLTAGE AMPUFIER A.C. POWER AMPLFIER branches of each type, a characteristic
may be achieved whose slope is alter-
nately increasing and decreasing, pro-
0_--0 0 0 .. 0_O .- 0vided the slope always remains positive.
+1 rA :LA +. .^Curve "C," Figure 3, is typical.
- O O O .. ..A nonlinear resistor with 22 parallel
SLA7MAL 4 TERMINAL UNILATERAL 4 TE1M4INAL UNILATERAL 3 TERMINAL branches, 11 each for positive and nega-
D.C. ISOLATOR MND PREAMPLIFIER I. tive voltages is shown in Figure 5. The
101 simpler voltage and current limiter is
0 TYE
s 01
] shown in the same figure.
I TYPE
I TYPE II-NONLINEAR FUNCTIONS DE-I
~~~~~~~~~~ARBITRARYFUNCTIONS OF DEPENDENT vc
MIULTIPLIER VARIABLE VICE
Figure 1. Symbolization of basic computer elements Although the first nonlinear device de-
scribed is essentially a resistance element,
another nonlinear device has been con-
structed which produces a voltage that is
effective resistance is very low, the for- straight lines, with the slope of successive an arbitrary (though necessarily single
ward resistance of one diode plus that of segments decreasing as the voltage rises. valued) function of any voltage however
the battery. For a typical 1N35 crystal, Such a characteristic is shown in curve derived. This generator is based upon a
the ratio of the two slopes of the voltage- "A" of Figure 3. principledevelopedelsewhere.6,7 Itutilizes
current characteristic is approximately If the switches are thrown to the right, a a cathode-ray tube and photo cell for
10,000. The current limiter utilizes two different characteristic results. Each viewing the cathode-ray tube screen.
large resistors, Ri, to produce circulating branch produces a circulating current The quiescent position of the electron
currents in the two diode loops. Until the which passes through Ro. The battery beam is set to one side of the tube and the
current inserted at the terminal equals voltage Eo is provided to give zero ter- photo cell output is amplified and applied
this circulating current, the net resistance minal voltage when no external current to the plates with a polarity which will
of the network is low and twice the for- enters the terminals. As voltage is drive the beam to the other side. If an
ward resistance of one diode, while for applied, the current which flows is deter- opaque template is placed on the surface
larger currents it becomes large, essen- mined by the effective resistance of all of the tube, as shown in Figure 4, the
tially equal to the resistance R, in parallel branches in parallel. As soon as the beam spot will be driven below the edge of
with the back resistance of one diode.
The ratio of the slopes of the resulting
characteristic is not as great as that for E
the voltage limiter because of the addition _
of the resistor R1. However, values of
200-to-1 for this ratio can be readily El
achieved. ECL-
In both limiters, the ratio of slopes can
be reduced to any desired value by insert- tE
tion of resistors in parallel and in series
with the diode branches. Such a modifica-
tion forms the basis of the general non-l
linear device shown in Figure 3. The ad- DIODE FORWARD RESISTANCE: RO
justable resistors are made relatively DIODE BACK RESISTANCE: Rb
large compared to the forward impedance i / E:(R0+ RORI)iItK
of the crystals so that the variations of the I E IE:2R0i
latter with current do not affect the 51 ERiI IT
overall impedance appreciably. If the tE ECL E:tRb;i-
switches are all thrown to the left in1/
Figure 3, each parallel branch will not 1
conduct current until the terminal voltage J
rises above the battery voltage of that VOLTAGE LIMITER CRETLIIE
branch. The resulting current voltage
characteristic is composed of a series of Figure 2. Schematic circuits of simple voltage and current limiters
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the template tuntil the light reaching the MULTIPLIER CR.TUKE
photo tube is just sufficient to produce a 2E
signal that will deflect the beam to the _Ify}
edge of the template. Since the beam will CATHODE RAY TUB P5 SCREEN
follow closely the template, and since the . .y
voltage required to deflect the beam is a
linear function of the deflection, the out- I'-'3
put voltage of the device is proportional .
to the height of the template at the par- -E 1
ticular position of the beam. A generator \AUFIER
of this type is shown in Figure 5. A 011NULTIPUER \
typical characteristic is shown as viewed PHDTOTUSE
on an oscilloscope in Figure 4. A more de-
tailed description of both of the nonlinear ZERO
functions devices has been given else-
where.4
General Application of Nonlinear
-IDevices TYPICAL FUNCTION RECORD
VOLTAGE CLIPPERS Figure 4. Schematic diagram of dependent variable device-type 11
In some physical systems a variable
exhibits a linear characteristic until it physical variable which is limited in its NONLINEAR IMPEDANCES
reaches a limiting value which it cannot maximum value. Its application is dis-
exceed. Such characteristics can be pro- cussed later with reference to rate limited The nonlinear terms arising in many
duced electrically with a voltage limiter if hydraulic servos. physical or mathematical problems may
the voltage at some point in the electrical be interpreted in the analog as nonlinear
circuit can be made the analog of the vari- NONLINEAR GAIN CHARACTERISTICS self or mutual impedances. It will be
able in the physical system. The only im- The simulation of such nonlinear am- nonlinear self impedances. The type I de-portant electrical requirement is that the plification characteristics as saturation viceamst be used in conjunction with re-
voltage clipper be driven by a source with effects in electronic amplifiers or rotating vice must ao unedi ctae s sit
high impedance so that the forward re- machines can be accomplished readily sistors to avoid unpredictable phase shift
sistance of the diode is very small com- with either type of nonlinear functions de- characteristics. In order to use this ele-
pared with the source impedance. In vice. The type II device need merelv be ment, therefore, the voltage from a small
typical cases the slope of the characteristic inserted in cascade with linear amplifiers anpedance of the type specified must be
may be changed by a factor as large as of the computer. The type I device also applied to the nonlinear resistor by means
2,000. could be used in the same manner as illus- of an amplifier, and the resulting nonlinear
As discussed later this principle can trated later for simulating nonlinear voltagnoereamftedrin the circuitby means
be used directly to simulate position springs. of another amplifier. Such a circuit and
and velocity stops in servomechanisms, However, it has usually been found the resulting characteristic is shown in
coulomb friction, and backlash. more suitable to use it as a nonlinear Figure 7. The use of the type II non-
feed-back resistor as shown in Figure 6. linear device is shown in the same fig-
CURRENT LIMITERS This type of circuit also is used where the ure and requires no additional explana-
A current limiter may be used in those resistance range provided by the type I tion.
cases where the current is analogous to a device alone is too high. As an example, suppose the chargeflowing in a circuit is equal to a variable x,
and a termf(x) appears in the differential
equation to be solved, then the impedance
rtPICAL FUNCTIONS ZO would become a large capacitor and
GERMANIUM DIODE either nonlinear device would be adjusted
to give an output voltage equal tof(x). A
/ correction would be applied if the voltage
across the capacitor were appreciable in
E i Tthe circuit.
// 1 - E The accuracy obtained with the
.oTERMIN ' foregoing circuit techniques depends6 primarily upon how accurately it is/_ I [1 1t C,attempted to simulate a given function.
/ J I / - E I The type I device will simulate many
A L.Z functions with an error ranging from one
RI , ;<Ro' <'t to five per cent of the maximum value ofC4 .zJ the function. The type II device will
simulate most functions to a somewhat
greater accuracy, and is applicable to a
Figure 3. Schematic diagram of dependent variable device-type I wider variety of functions.
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NON-LINEAR RESISTOR L, =I, a; =aK, ;
| (A+1)*, 1 1 O=arq; T=- ..... (3)
In the analysis of nonlinear problems of
R,
_ O this sort, the proper representation of
initial conditions is more difficult than
A ,t S t As, for linear systems. This can be best illus-
I1 1 ?[ trated by considering a specific type of dis-
0 &> c turbance, namely the torques produced by
a cylinder misfire under a given load con-
Figure 6. Circuit for nonlinear amplification dition.
factor or reduced impedance nonlinear resistor To simplify the initial conditions
eo= input voltage from source of negligible and the representation of the nonlinear
impedance springs for such a case a change can be
made in the co-ordinate specifying the
e, R2Roee system such that the steady-state values
R,R2+R2Ro+(A+1)R,Ro of all functions are eliminated. Thus
if R,<<Ro and A>>1 To'= To-To88; T,'=T,-T,,,;
R2eo eo e11=e1-01,; ....... (4)
Figure 5. Nonlinear Functions devices and R2+(A+1)R1 R1 (A Ths changes the stress-strain curves
other computer elements 1+ A+)Ti hne tesrs-tancre
representing the nonlinear springs in the
1. Neostivegain servodamplifiers orif R (A+l)>>l manner illustrated by Figure 9(B). As2. Positive gain d-c amplifiers R2 shown in Figure 8(B) voltage clippers
3. Voltage and current limiter R2eo -AR2e were used in the circuits of K, and K2 to
4. Arbitrary functions device-type I e ,=
+
; e2=- AR1 simulate the backlash. For shaft number
5. Arbitrary functions device-type 11 RR(A+1) ,(A+1) 3 both the backlash and change of spring
constant were simulated with the circuit
The ollwingeqution spcifythe of the type I functions device. However,Nonlinearities in Mechanical The following equations specify he in Figure 8(C) only those elements re-
Vibratory Systems system quired are illustrated to clarify a detailed
O=Ip261+K1(eI-02) description of the analogy.
The preceding discussion makes it O=I,2p2'2+K,(02-91)+K2(02-)01) Referring to Figure 9(C) the charge
readily apparent that the nonlinear func- T=Iep20,+K2(9,-02)+K3(Os-04) flowing through the spring analogy circuit
tions devices can be used to simulate most 0 h=p'4 +K3(04-03) represents the strain and the voltage
types of single valued nonlinearities where p across it represents the stress. The
occurring in mechanical systems. These di analogous circuits of Figure 8 are actually
are generally either nonlinear springs or If the spring characteristics were per- positive self-impedance circuits that alter
damping factors. With the use of the fectly linear the analogous electric circuit the effective capacities of the condensers
force-voltage analogy, in which current is would be that given in Figure 8(B) with C, and so forth, by a variable gain which
analogous to velocity and charge to simple capacitors representing the spring is a function of (qr-q4) and is adjusted to
position, it is evident that the nonlinear constants. The electric circuit equations properly fit the desired stress-strain curve.
resistance devices can be used directly to would be the following When the voltage El exceeds the clipper
simulate nonlinear mechanical damping. voltage Ei, and the voltage E2 is less than
Their application to the analysis of O=L,p12q,+L (q,_ 2) clipper voltage Ed2, Figure 8(C), the am-
problems involving coulomb friction has C, plifier circuit has its maximum gain and
heen discussed previously.S o + 1 1 the analogous spring factor for K3 is a
* ~~~~~~O=Lspq2+-(q2-ql)+- (q2-q3)Cl C2 maximum given by the equation
NONLINEAR SPRINGS AND BACKLASII 1 1 1+kA1Az
The application of the nonlinear im- L +2 C3+ -)aK. cm.. C,
pedance circuits to mechanical systems O=L4p"q4+- (q4-q,)
with nonlinear springs and spring-loaded C3 where
backlash is illustrated by the system of p= dA
Figure 8. This is the rotating mechanical dktRo+Ri
system of a radial aircraft engine that was By establishing values for an impedance
studied quite extensively with the com- base factor (a) a time base change factor Referring again to Figure 8(C), the
puter. backlash characteristic is simulated with
In this syt alhehsr (n=?tor = n - and a forcing func- the diode voltage clipper (E,,). When-
geared and have appreciable spring- t dt/ ever the voltage A Eo plus El is less than
loaded backlash. In addition, shaft tions ratio To th following electrical E the clipper actslike an open circuit and
number 3 is nonlinear as is shown in Eo amplifier A2 puts out no voltage. Under
Figure 9. parameters can be determined these conditions the spring constant is
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0R f(l) sit f00 servo using rate and position feedback.
9 9 F < { + |W.- , Figure 11 shows typical solutions for both
-Al | |_+1 Rli; A2lt l Z;1 |-Al +4 4e |A? the controlled and uncontrolled system
E LTJ 1 | e i | E 'SI under the influence of a suddenly applied
\/ constant disturbance torque. Linear
feedback only is shown. However, this
system was studied with nonlinear
position feedback. It is readily apparent
that if the servo time delays are not too
Figure 7. Circuits for obtaining nonlinear where great, the system can be linearized by the
impedances with arbitrary functions devices use of a nonlinear position feed-back
(Left) Using type I functions device Ra R2 characteristic that just counteracts theRR+R2 nonlinearity of the spring.
( AIA2R,E:=Zo +RlR+RO 2o Smooth variations in the spring factor canl+ O be accomplished by replacing the second Nonlinear Servomotors
A1A2RI voltage clipper with the arbitrary func-ZZO0 +_R,+Ro tions device type II. During the past year and a half the
AIA2R, KZO The resistance Rn could be inserted to California Technology computer has beenif Ro> >R, and > >1 Z. add enough negative resistance to the used extensively for the design analysis ofRo Ro circuit to cancel the effect of the re- guided missile control systems. This
lnterchanging RI dnd Ro in circuit sistance at the output terminals of ampli- work has all been of a restricted nature
fier A2 should it be appreciable. However, and the studies cannot be described in de-
Z=Zo(i+ lA2 ) the positive gain amplifiers used in the tail. However, the analog techniques
R1+R0 computer have an impedance of only one themselves are of sufficient interest to
if RI>>>R0 AIA2Ro>>1 Z-KRo ohm so that such compensation is rarely merit discussion. In most of these studies
Ri > necessary. The voltages El and E2 are the aerodynamical equations have been
(Right) Using type 11 functions device obtained by adjustment of the d-c ampli- linearized but some have included the
fier zero-control. Figure 10 presents effects of angle of attack and interaction
E =Zoi+A2f(AlZoi) typical solutions for the transient torque between the three degrees of freedom of
E=Z(i)i pulse resulting from a single cylinder mis- the missile. The latter type have in-
Z( +A2f(AlZoi)\ firing. As mentioned before, this was cluded studies of "stabilized" platforms.
-(i)= i~~1+j / simulated as an applied voltage pulse
having no steady-state value. RATE AND POSITION LIMITED HYDRAULIC
Another nonlinear spring problem SERVO SYSTEMS
studied with the computer is illustrated in Several types of servomotors have been
very low and equal to the following Figure 11. This represents a one degree analyzed. One of the most important of
1 6 of freedom mechanical system (having a the nonlinear motors studied extensively
C3 nonlinear spring) that is controlled with a is the "rate limited" hydraulic motor. In
It will have this characteristic over a
range of qo given by the following equation
ARBITRARY FUNCTIONS GENERATOR
C A_-2E_I; AE=Me (7) < T3 14
C3 A1I
This slope can be made negligible by using PR fLYSUCHARGER
a large value for A1A2 and C3. WHEEINET D
The stress-strain curve is shifted to the VOLTAGE
proper zero position by adjusting El to O E R
satisfy the relation
AI(EIECI)Ta ()C1T CT0a
r CIRCUIT FOR K K2 AK3
and then the actual circuit voltage is set
A
to zero by adjusting E3 until (b) DIODE YOLTAGE CUPPERS
=-A2(E1 -Ec1)(9
.additional changes in the spring con- -03[t F O1C 1
stants are accomplished by additional A1EII: R1 U ||E SE2 CIRCUIT FORK
voltage clippers such as EC2. The spring v'
equation above this level is given by the | e (q4)
A IV 'LI N 9B~~~~~A
1+- A1A2 tc}
aK= C3 (10 Figure 8. Analogy for radial aircraft engine with nonlinear spring constants and backIeslh
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a/
4
=l=i Tb Ti *a
-~~~
~Tb 7
Tb 939 '4
o) ACTUAL STRESS-LSTRAL ALO STRESS-STRAIN CURVE o
CHARACTERISTICS OF ENGINE FOR CHANIGE OFACCESS. DRIVE SHAFT tK3) COORtDINATES
T3 '" T3
-T38
A Ects Tbar qhIr
I'~~~~~~~~~~~~~o
The valve controls theFigure 9. Set
-i n
control sufcsinetestrain curve and i
v c) ELECTRICAL ANALOGY analogy For shaft
number 3 oF system At.
in Figure 8
this a hydraulic valve is actuated, usually 1
by an electromagnetic solenoid circuit. Figure I11 Comnputer solutions to servo controlled system with
The valve controls the flow of the hy- nonlinear spring
draulic line which will drive the missile
control surfaces in either direction at a
velocity proportional to the valve open- __K; ,o K+Aoe o=17w
ing. However, the maximum control I I ACOr =0.49; Tiwo =0.098; T1wo=0.196
surface velocity is limited to a value To=suddenly applied constant torque Ao
corresponding to the full open position of =3.3Ta
4,4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
response and impulew reponseharceistc oFrateadpsinusoida
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SERV EQUATION: be used. The nonlinearities in motors of
n gg(Vs- K88)OR 8 VS vsthis type can usually be accurately
r K OR 3 2 specified by assigning a definite maxi-
C
KBCF,:%T aa
' bL G 8 8 VOLTAGE mum value to the rudder velocity andb vs o 14 ffs ,LIMITER d assuming the system to be linear below
' 1l |t*-p8 I1 + + these limits. Rudder position stops can
eo:v-Ys-P To - Al ~ x A 5xft A2 Tot e2- s be treated in the same way.
0
3 1 7t|_t<Referring to the Appendix and Figure
c 13, these limits are accomplished with
voltage and current limiters. It was
e;oK A NEGATIVE MN AMPLIFIERS found that the velocity limitations for
some motors (although sharply defined)
0 had a saturation characteristic which was
not perfectly flat. This type of charac-
teristic was studied by using an arbitrary
ANALOGY EQUATION functions device instead of the simple
pOP , A ARC (Vs'- A3e Vs voltage clipper. The results of the studyT, To (LCp RCpI) (2As (T, To L p3 T p2+ T,oTn p+1) showed that sufficientl accurate resultsAlpT L TT 1sfficentyFigure 13. Electrical analog for rate and A123R A123could always be obtained with the simple
position limited hydraulic servomotors voltage clipper.
Typical impulse and steady-state sinu-
the valve. Such a motor can generally be elements of the solenoid are represented soidal response characteristics of a servo-
quite accurately specified by the mathe- by one lumped transfer function. This motor are shown in the computer solu-
matical equations of Figure 13. These usually provides a sufficiently accurate tions of Figure 12. Analog computer
equations are derived in the Appendix analogy. However, if desired the com- analyses have been made for systems
together with the electrical analogy. plete analogy for both the electrical and using this type of motor in which the
There both the electrical and mechanical mechanical elements of the solenoid can numerical parameters were obtained in
several wavs. In some cases the servo
GYROCOMPUTER ~~~~RATE ANDl 6* Yl¢d,\| < < l l ||RtO CO)MPUTER MIXER POSITION LIMITED RUDDER
so
POT AMPLIFIER HYDRAJUC MOTOR SYSTEM
KgIK2l To pII ~ ~ T,pt T Mh
FEEDBAO
1 X >+X2> X 2 ] RESF MNSE MOMENTl~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~144TV+
_I / z v / o I~~~- Figure 15. Block diagram-rate and position limited hydraulic auto-
CASE MISI LE RRRUDER
4t l l 12 l i l |12H ~~~~~~~~~~~~~NEG. GAIN LMIXTERY POSITIORN NAEGFlI.RGAIN
PI"KX.
- ACA R E ARS E RMOMESE
Figure 14. Frequency response curves comparing !actual servomotor Cic. ts
with electrical analogy |c+,| R
Motor parameters used with computer are the following (See Figure | J i
12) XIa
-=0.006; -=2.17
w gK5 Figure 16. Electricalanalog-rateand position limited hydraulic auto-
60 is steady-state rudder angle without positionp limitation pilot
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M N' '9'
~~~~~~~Figure 17. Re- Appendix I. Derivation oF the
sponse character-
istics ofautopilot Equations and Analogy for Rate
system of Figure and Position Limited Hydraulic
IS instability in- Servomotors
duced by an ap-
plied torque ex- Let
ceeding the lin- Le
ear range of theVn=Vcontrol signal voltage
control system, 5 = rudder position angle
and corrected by Ka = feed-back constant from rudder posi-
an i in K=0.06 sec- It= o_sttionanicresei K4
eo voltage applied to motor solenoid
T.=0.06 sec- eo= Vs-K~a
ond; T8 0; M=mass of solenoid valve system
K2=50 ~K = its spring constantG =its damping factor
m =constant relating solenoid force to
applied voltage esk= constant relating rudder velocity to
valve opening
dB
P
mk (V,-K35)
d KpaMKM G (11)
K K
a and pa are limited to either a specified
maximum value or to a sharply defined
saturation characteristic. Equation 11 can
be rewritten as follows
ab = g(V8-K a)
p2 2r (12)l2@ : ~~~~~~~~~~~~~_+_ WEN S I
where
mnk G
g= K; Mi2A/KM
Solving for a gives the following equation
parameters given in Figure 12 were ob- several cases with the parameters of an V
tained directly by test and used directly actual proposed missile at certain points a 11 2r 1 \(13)
for specifying the proper analog param- in its flight program. If optimum servo K
-
P p P+1
eters. parameters were chosen from a perfectly gKiwI gK&w gKa /
In other cases it was required to de- linear analysis, well damped solutions Electrical Analogy. Referring to Figure 12,
termine certain of the parameters by such as given at the top of the figure re- it can be seen that if V,' is the analogous
fitting frequency response curves as sult. control signal voltage the input voltage e0 is:
shown in Figure 14. Such curves can be These solutions would correspond eo= V/'-A8e2 (14)
run off very rapidly with a computer of to those resulting from small disturbance where e2 is analogous to a. The voltage el
this type so that it only requires a few torques in the actual systems. However, is analogous to pa and given by the equation
hours to determine by trial and error the if the disturbance torque is sufficiently ARC(Vs'-A3e2)parameters that best simulate test data. large the two nonlinearities can produce e1=(15)
Figures 15 and 16 are typical examples complete instability as illustrated by the T,(LCP2+RCP+ 1)
of an autopilot employing a rate and second set of solutions. For this par- where To is time constant of first integrating
position limited servomotor. This system ticular type of system the instability can circuit.
was used for roll stabilization and the be eliminated by increasing the rudder As the relation between el and e2we have the
simplified form for the aerodynamic feed-back parameter K4 as shown in the equation
equations is shown. In the analogy, Fig- two bottom pairs of computer solutions, -A2e1
ure 16, is shown a modified version of the Figure 17. e T=
motor analogy which can be used if the With a computer of the type described
motor transfer function, Figure 13, can be here solutions can be obtained so rapidly where To is the RC time constant of the
expressed as a quadratic instead of a that it is a relatively quick and simple second integrating circuit. Combining
cubic equation. This analogy can be matter to studv the performance of a q ' '
derived readily. In it the current il, guided missile or autopilot over its com- p A1A2RC(V.'-A3e2) (17
Figure 16 is analogous to rudder velocity plete range of flight conditions. Optimum T1TO(LCp2+RCp+ 1)
so that a current limiter is used for servo parameters can thus be quicklv and solving for e2
velocity limitation. determined.
Computer solutions for the transient In some cases a single set of servo pa- e2= Vs/
response characteristic of this type of rameters may be suitable. In others A, pa -p+TlT TTO P+
servo system are given in Figure 17. a schedule for varying the parameters \A,2nR Am23 Ai2RRC !
These illustrate a condition found in may be desirable. (18)
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giving the transfer function analogous to for rudder velocity and position. References
that for the actual servo, equation 13. In
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No Discussion
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